“How to know the truth about the Truth”

1. What does the Bible teach about the fourth Kingdom of Daniel 7? Daniel 7:23
   
2. What was one method used by Rome to devour the whole earth? Daniel 8:12
   
3. Who did Rome commission to attack the “70 Weeks” of Daniel 9? Answer Given
   
4. What does Futurism Theology teach about Revelation? Answer on Screen
   
5. What was the aim of Francisco Ribera as it relates to Rome? Answer on Screen
   
6. Who followed Ribera in advancing the teaching of Futurism? Answer on Screen
   
7. Who embraced Futurism and propagated it in the coming centuries? Answer on Screen
   a: ___________________ b: ___________________

8. How did Ribera’s Dispensationalist Theory enter other countries? Answer on Screen
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9. Who was next to embraced and conveyed Dispensationalism? Answer on Screen

10. What woman is known for her contribution to the Secret Rapture? Answer on Screen

11. Who was the next key Contributor to the Secret Rapture? Answer on Screen

12. Who made the largest modern contribution to the Secret Rapture? Answer on Screen

13. What popular author impacted the 1980’s with his Secret Rapture Predictions? On Screen

14. Who made the greatest modern impact teaching the Secret Rapture? Answer on Screen

15. Who made the last public push for the Secret Rapture? Answer on Screen

16. What warning did Jesus make concerning His Second Coming? Matthew 24:4
Matthew 24:4: ____________________________________________________________.
Matthew 24:27: ____________________________________________________________.

17. How does the Bible describe the nature of the return of Jesus? Psalm 50:3
______________________________________________________________.

18. How does the return of Jesus affect the earth? 2 Peter 3:10
______________________________________________________________.

19. What is the method that Jesus will use to gather the saints to heaven? Matthew 24:31
______________________________________________________________.

20. How do we know that the return of Jesus will not be a secret? 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18
______________________________________________________________.